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Background: The varying methods of cricket injury surveillance have made direct comparison of published studies in this field impossible.

Methods: A consensus regarding definitions and methods to calculate injury rates in cricket was sought between researchers in this field. This was arrived at through a variety of face to face meetings, email communication, and draft reviews between researchers from six of the major cricket playing nations.

Results: It is recommended that a cricket injury is defined as any injury or other medical condition that either (a) prevents a player from being fully available for selection for a major match or (b) during a major match, causes a player to be unable to bat, bowl, or keep wicket when required by either the rules or the team’s captain. Recommended definitions for injury incidence (for matches, training sessions, and seasons) and injury prevalence are also provided. It is proposed that match injury incidence is calculated using a denominator based on a standard time estimated for player exposure in matches, for the purposes of simplicity. This will allow all injury surveillance systems, including those with limited resources, to make calculations according to a standard definition.

Conclusion: The consensus statement presented provides a standard which, if followed, allows meaningful comparison of injury surveillance data from different countries and time periods, which will assist in the possible identification of risk factors for injury in cricket.

RESULTS

The following consensus statement was achieved.

Definition of what constitutes an injury

It is recommended that a cricket injury (or “significant” injury for surveillance purposes) is defined as: any injury or other medical condition that either (a) prevents a player from being fully available for selection for a major match or (b) during a major match, causes a player to be unable to bat, bowl, or keep wicket when required by either the rules or the team’s captain.

Notes on this definition:

(1) A player is not fully available for selection if he is injured, and as a result of this injury is only available for selection in a limited capacity. An example is an all-rounder who has an injury that prevents him/her from bowling, but is available to be selected as a batsman only. If this player is not selected in this scenario, he is considered missing through injury rather than non-selection.

(2) A player who is unavailable for selection for injury prevention reasons, but who would be fully fit to play an entire game, is not considered to be suffering a significant injury. This may occur, for example, where a player and/or coach considers that a bowler has bowled too many overs recently and would be at excessive risk of injury if he was selected in a game. In this situation the player is considered rested—that is, not selected for reasons other than through injury.
With respect to injury surveillance in first class cricket, a “major” match is a Test match, a One Day International, a first class domestic match, or a domestic one day match.

A player who is forced through injury or illness to retire hurt from batting, bat with a runner, or who is unable to finish bowling an over is considered to have suffered a significant injury.

The definition component “…unable to bat, bowl or keep wicket when required by either the rules or the team’s captain” is somewhat subjective, but it is expected that this will be applied in a reliable manner. A batsman who cannot bat in his/her usual position, a regular wicket-keeper who must relinquish the gloves, and a bowler who is unable to bowl his/her usual complement of overs are the typical applications of this clause. However, a fielder (other than the wicketkeeper) who is replaced by the 12th man for his fielding tasks only (but who is able to bat and bowl fully when required) is not considered to have suffered a significant injury.

The definition of an injury presented is limited, and is designed to be limited in such a way that all teams using these methods will apply it equally. If teams wish to survey injuries more extensively, they are permitted to define injuries at two levels. A significant injury can be defined in the fashion advised, with this definition used for comparison with other surveillance systems using the same definition. A broader definition, for example, “any medical condition that presents to medical staff, which affects a player’s ability to perform during a match or training” can be made to capture a greater number of injuries for the purposes of a specific single study, although this definition is not recommended for comparing results between surveillance systems.

Definition of injury recovery and injury recurrence

An injury is considered recovered once a player has returned to full (unrestricted) participation in at least one match (of any type or grade).

A recurrent injury is one to the same side and body part and of the same injury type as an injury that previously qualified as a significant injury earlier in the same season, but which had recovered. An injury that is not a recurrent injury is a new injury. A recurrent injury does not necessarily need to be an identical injury in grade of severity to be a recurrence. The same “injury type” requirement means that a rectus femoris muscle strain after a thigh haematoma would be considered a new injury, but after a previous quadriceps muscle strain on the same side would be considered a recurrence.

Definition of seasons, teams, and survey matches

Traditionally cricket is played for approximately six months of the year, with this six month period being referred to as a “season”. International teams now play cricket for many more than six months of the year, and, although domestic seasons do not last for longer than six months, some domestic players will play two different seasons in different countries during a 12 month period. The months over which a season spans should be defined by each surveillance system, with the suggestion that the northern season generally runs from 1 April until 30 September inclusive, and the southern season generally runs from 1 October until 31 March inclusive. Northern seasons are referred to by the year in which they exclusively occur—for example, 2003—whereas southern seasons are referred to by both the calendar years that they span—for example, 2003–2004. For tours or competitions that cross over the starting date of a new season, it is suggested that all matches in a common series are deemed to have occurred in the season in which the first major match of the series started. For example, a series of three Test matches that occurred over March 2003–April 2003 (when the defined season finished on March 31) would be considered to be part of the 2002–2003 season if the starting date of the first Test was 31 March or earlier. Therefore the second and third Tests would be part of the 2002–2003 season even if they were played in April. If only warm up matches occurred in March and the first Test started on 1 April, then the entire series would be considered to be part of the 2003 season. For injury surveillance in nations where the cricket season is not played over the time periods April–September or October–March, an alternative six month period can be defined as a season.

With respect to international injury surveillance, teams are divided into international teams—for example, England, Australia, South Africa, West Indies—and domestic first class teams—for example, Yorkshire, Queensland, Natal, Jamaica. Other non-first class teams—for example, 2nd XI teams for a county, state, or province, under age teams—are not covered by the scope of these definitions. It is noted that the domestic first class teams playing in the West Indies actually represent distinct nations—for example, Jamaica.

Matches are either two innings matches (generally played over three or more days) or one innings matches (table 1). Effectively, almost all one innings matches are played on one day with limited overs per team. One innings matches played over two days without limited overs are possible but do not attract first class or List A status (List A includes one day matches between first class teams, which are not considered “first class” matches), so are not relevant to first class definitions.

For national teams, a major match is a Test match or a One Day International. For first class domestic teams, a major
Table 2 Exposure (player hours per team) for common match types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of match</th>
<th>Overs scheduled</th>
<th>Players per team</th>
<th>Designated hours of play</th>
<th>Total player hours of exposure per team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One day 50 overs per side</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>43.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One day 40 overs per side</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>34.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One day 20 overs per side</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First class match played over 3 days (90 overs scheduled per day)</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First class match played over 4 days (90 overs per day)</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First class match played over 5 days (90 overs per day)</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First class match played over 4 days (105 overs per day)</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

match is a first class domestic match or a domestic one day match. Matches between a national team and a domestic team, although attracting first class status, are not considered to be major matches. For injury surveillance systems involving teams that are not of first class status—for example, second XI teams—a different definition of a major match must be made.

Definition of surveillance cohort

To determine injury incidence and prevalence, a cohort (population) of players to follow must be determined in advance. Therefore injury rates will consider those players who become injured as well as those who avoid injury.

The cohort to be followed for a given team should be referred to as the “squad”. A team consists of 12 players (11 active players and the 12th man) whereas a squad for a team contains a varied number of players. The squad to be followed can consist of any number of players, although for comparative purposes the “standard” squad size is considered to be 25 players. This number is chosen arbitrarily but is necessary to compare seasonal injury incidence between squads of different sizes.

A squad (cohort) should be chosen for surveillance purposes at the start of the season. The squad is easy to choose if the team contracts players, as all players with a contract can be considered squad members and those without a contract are not included. However, players may need to be added if they are chosen to play for the team from outside the initial squad.

The definition of a squad member for a team may be varied, but an example is as follows:

(1) Any player under contract to the team in question.
(2) Any other player who plays in the team first XI (not including 12th man) or tours overseas with the team, from the time of his/her first game (or the first tour match) until the end of the cricket year or season (when a new round of contracts are awarded).

If a player retires from the squad during the season under survey, he should be considered unavailable through injury for the rest of the season if the retirement was caused by injury or illness, or unavailable for other reasons, if the retirement was for non-injury reasons.

For the purposes of comparing bowlers with batsmen, all players should have their position designated before the start of the season (or before their commencement with the squad). If the definition of a batsman included all players who averaged five overs bowled in matches played during any of the previous two seasons. As a result of this definition, most “pace” bowlers will be considered as “bowlers”. It would be possible to further subdivide bowlers into part time and full time depending on workload.

Non-bowlers can be subdivided into “wicketkeepers” and “batsmen”, based on whether they kept wicket in at least 50% of games played during each season.

Bowlers can be rated as “fast”, “fast-medium”, “medium” or “slow/spin” according to player profiles listed by Wisden Cricinfo (http://www.cricinfo.com/) which tend to be universally accepted. The major point of contention with respect to these ratings is usually the difference between fast and fast-medium, and therefore these categories can be combined if desired to be considered “pace” bowlers.

The position description of all-rounder is not generally necessary, as all bowlers are required to bat (whether or not they are considered all-rounders). If bowlers are to be split into categories of all-rounders and specialist bowlers, it is suggested that an all-rounder is defined by the cutoff level of a batting average of 25 or greater. Alternatively, bowlers can be subdivided into part time and full time based on workload.

Presentation of injury rates

If exposure time is unavailable, descriptive statistics may be presented. However, it is encouraged that records of exposure time will be kept, and therefore two major types of rates should be calculated, injury incidence and injury prevalence.

Calculation of injury incidence

Injury incidence analyses the number of new injuries (or new plus recurrent) occurring over a given time period, and should be measured in either or all of the following major formats.

Match injury incidence

Match incidence considers only those injuries occurring during major matches. This can be calculated in two different types of unit (with a time based denominator for injuries overall and with a delivery based denominator when considering batting or bowling injuries separately).

Calculation of match incidence in total, with a time based denominator

The numerator should be number of injuries, and can include either new injuries or injuries in total (new plus recurrent). The denominator should be number of player hours, with the exposure considered to be 43,333 player hours per team per day for days where 100 overs are scheduled. The exposure of
player hours in each day should be factored up or down where more or less than 100 overs of play are scheduled, with a rate of 15 overs per hour assumed. For a “standard” Test or other first class match day with 90 overs scheduled, it is considered that there will be 39 player hours per team per day actually played. These “standard” figures correspond to six hours of play scheduled for first class cricket and 6.667 hours for one day matches (based on a rate of 15 overs bowled per hour). The average number of players exposed is considered to be 13 per two teams or 6.5 per team (at any given time there are 13 players exposed to injury, 11 from the fielding team and two from the batting team). Table 2 lists the exposures to be designated for the most common types of matches. The use of these standard figures does not take into account occasions when matches are shortened by an early finish or lengthened to make up for slow over rates. However, when entire days of play are lost (through a shortened match or adverse weather) this should be accounted for in exposure—for example, a Test match that has only three days of play should be considered 117 player hours per team.

**Calculation of batting and/or bowling match incidence, with a delivery based denominator (where delivery information is available)**

The numerator should be number of batting injuries and/or number of bowling injuries, and can include either new injuries or injuries in total (new plus recurrent). The denominator for bowling match injuries should be overs bowled, with a preferred unit of injuries per 1000 overs bowled. The denominator for batting match injuries should be deliveries faced, with a preferred unit of injuries per 10000 balls faced. Although this may seem inconsistent to use overs (six balls) in the denominator for bowlers and balls in the denominator for batsmen, this is how scoresheets are maintained in cricket (bowling records indicate overs bowled whereas batting records indicate balls faced). A previous study of bowling injuries has used injuries per 1000 balls bowled, which can easily be converted into injuries per 1000 overs bowled by multiplying by six.

Because of the agreed definition of a significant injury, it is not recommended that a specific incidence is calculated for fielding, other than wicketkeeping, injuries.

**Training injury incidence**

Training incidence can be separately measured from match incidence, although measuring exposure is extremely difficult. However, there is a perceived benefit in measuring bowling workload at training because many bowling injuries are likely to be related to overall (match plus training) workload.10 Bowling injury incidence overall (match and training) can be measured in units of injuries per 1000 overs bowled or injuries per 1000 balls bowled if this information is available. An alternative unit that may be developed is bowling injuries per 100 days of bowling exposure, as a recent study has suggested that the number of days (match and training) on which a bowler bowls (overall) may be more important than the total overs bowled.10 This unit may also overcome the difficulty in measuring exact workload at training, as it is far easier to record the number of training sessions—that is, one net session or one day where a player bowls in a match = one day of bowling exposure.

**Seasonal injury incidence**

Seasonal incidence considers the number of defined injuries occurring per squad per season. This can take into account gradual onset injuries, training injuries, and match injuries in the one measurement. A squad is defined as 25 players, and a season is defined as 60 days of scheduled match play. Smaller or larger squads and longer or shorter seasons should have the incidence adjusted so that rates between different squads and years can be compared. The recommended unit of measurement is injuries per squad per season, with a “squad season” being defined as 1500 (25 x 60) player days.

**Calculation of injury prevalence**

Injury prevalence considers the average number of squad members not available for selection through injury or illness for each match divided by the total number of squad members. Injury prevalence should be expressed as a percentage, representing the percentage of players missing through injury on average for that team for the season in question. It is calculated using the numerator of “missed player games”, with a denominator of number of games multiplied by squad members. An injury prevalence figure of, say, 12%, indicates that for the time period under survey, on
average 12% of players were unavailable for selection because of injury or illness. Injury prevalence should be separately calculated for the different types of cricket (one day matches, three, four, and five day matches), and, when a combined injury prevalence figure is derived for a team for a season, the units should be converted from missed player games into missed player days, so, for example, that each Test match contributes more to overall injury prevalence than each one day match.

The injury surveillance coordinator should keep records of all matches played by squad members and ensure that each team provides an explanation to the survey whenever one of their players was not selected. The common reasons for missing games (with summary codes) are:

- I – injury;
- U – unavailable due to national team commitments (for domestic squads);
- T – selected as 12th man;
- N – not selected (including when rested);
- O – not available for other reasons—for example, suspended or personal reasons.

Example calculations are shown in table 3 for a hypothetical team with 16 players playing a short season (series of six matches).

From table 3, there were seven new injuries reported (*) among this squad of 16 players over this Test and One Day series of six matches. Two injuries occurred in training before the first Test, two occurred during the second Test (one causing the player to retire hurt but not miss a match), and three occurred during the One Day series. There was one recurrent injury (#) in the One Day series.

Match incidence:
- Test Match series match incidence = 2 new injuries/(156 + 195 player hours for the 4 and 5 day Tests respectively) = 56.98 injuries per 10000 player hours
- One Day series match incidence = 3 new injuries/(4 matches × 43.33 player hours scheduled per match) = 173.1 new injuries per 10000 player hours and/or
- 4 total (new + recurrent) injuries/(4 matches × 43.33 player hours scheduled per match) = 230.8 total injuries per 10000 player hours

Seasonal incidence:
- Seasonal incidence = 7 new injuries × (60 days × 25 players)/(13 days played × 16 players in this squad) = 50.5 injuries per squad per season

The standard squad season is 25 players scheduled for 60 days of cricket. To calculate a seasonal incidence from this short series involving a small squad, the rate is multiplied by the standard squad size and season length and divided by the actual exposure.

Injury prevalence:
- Test match injury prevalence rate = 3 missed player games/32 exposed player games = 9.4%
- One Day injury prevalence rate = 9 missed player games/64 exposed player games = 14.1%
- Combined injury prevalence rate = (2 × 5) + (1 × 4) = 14 missed Test days + 9 missed One Day matches = 23 missed player days/208 exposed player days = 11.1%

Injury categories and injury classification
Tabulation by injury category is encouraged. Depending on level of diagnostic accuracy and space this can be done at any or all of the four levels suggested in table 4. For specific diagnosis, use of the cricket specific modification of the OSICS system is freely encouraged." OSICS is available for download at: http://www.injuryupdate.com.au/research/OSICS.htm.

Information that should be collected by an injury surveillance system
Items that should be included on an injury surveillance form (paper, spreadsheet, or database) are listed below:

Details for each injury recorded:
1. Player name
2. Player details—for example, date of birth, bowling type
3. Injury diagnosis (including code and body region)
4. Injury side (left/right/bilateral/not applicable)
5. New injury/recurrence
6. Time of onset (match/training/other/gradual) including match details
7. Activity of onset (batting/bowling/fielding/gradual), including fielding position
8. Date of onset
9. Mechanism description (if available)
10. Qualification as a significant injury
11. Details of any surgery required or any other major treatment (if relevant)

Details for player exposure:
1. Player participation in each major match
2. Reasons for not participating for all squad members not playing—that is, playing at another level, injured, not available for another reason, not selected
3. Number of overs bowled in each innings (for all players who bowled)
4. Number of deliveries faced in each innings (for all players who batted)
5. Eventual length of the match (in days actually played)

It is preferable to use a database to store injury information, although spreadsheets and other record keeping formats are alternatives. It is noted that, in all international matches, a match referee is present who must prepare a match report. For the purposes of assisting international injury surveillance, this report could include all injury interruptions to the game (players retiring hurt, batting with a runner, being unable to finish bowling an over, or relinquishing the wicketkeeping gloves).

DISCUSSION
It is worth commenting on the aspects of the definitions on which it was most difficult for us to reach agreement. The definition of a significant injury is limited and obviously does not include all occurrences of injuries. However, a broader definition than the one provided—for example, any condition presenting to medical staff—is likely to be subject to a major bias and is therefore unsuitable for use when comparing different teams and/or countries. The major bias is that the injury rate according to this definition will vary substantially according to the accessibility of medical staff. A team that has medical staff present at every training session—for example, a team physiotherapist—will almost certainly report a higher rate of injuries (according to this definition) than a team in which players must travel to consult medical staff. Therefore the limited definition proposed (of an injury or significant injury) should be the
In terms of the limits provided within the definition of a significant injury, the decision to include those injuries that prevent bowling, batting, and wicketkeeping but not those that limit fielding (other than wicketkeeping) was again made with the aim of consistency among different teams. Because batsmen, bowlers, and wicketkeepers cannot be legally replaced in these roles by the 12th man, it was felt that there would be a good level of consistency among various teams for the replacement of players in these roles. However, as the 12th man can legally field (in a non-wicketkeeping position) for any player, and some teams take advantage of these substitutions more than others (and at times when it is not absolutely necessary), it was decided not to include being unable to field as part of the injury definition.

One used for highlighted reporting of injury rates—for example, in the abstract—and comparison with other studies.

Choosing the number of players exposed to injury at any given time as 13 for the two teams (6.5 per team) is controversial, but this was done to achieve consistency with other sports. Generally most team sports have a set number of players on the field and a bench of reserves. The number of players exposed in other sports is generally considered to be the number present on the field rather than the total number of players (including the interchange bench). For a sport such as cricket, it is problematic that the two teams do not have an equal number of players on the field at any given time (11 fielding and two batting). An argument can be made that potentially some teams may spend more time batting than others and that exact exposure times for each activity should be calculated because of this. For a single game, or even a single Test series, this imbalance of exposure may mean that the “calculated” exposure of players would be different from the “real” exposure. However, it is assumed that, over a long period of time, teams will spend close to 50% of their playing time in the field and 50% of their playing time batting. For superior teams, whose batsmen tend to bat for longer (on average) than weaker teams, their batting exposure will be reduced by those occasions in which the captain declares, or by those occasions where the team wins a match by more than an innings and therefore does not need to bat a second time. A further objection may be that very occasionally, when an injured batsman is batting with a runner, there are actually 14 players on the field. This is not worth taking into account because of its rarity and also because technically the two players are sharing the duties of one player (one playing the ball, the other the running between the wickets) and therefore the injury exposure is not really doubled.

When there was any dispute among authors about a proposed definition, we generally decided to err on the side of definitions that will be adhered to by as many researchers as possible. If the onerous task were added forcing all researchers to attempt to calculate exact fielding and batting

### Table 4 Injury categories for data tabulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
<th>Level 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head and neck</td>
<td>Head and facial</td>
<td>Fractured facial bones</td>
<td>Specific diagnoses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck</td>
<td>Neck injuries</td>
<td>Specific diagnoses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper limb</td>
<td>Shoulder</td>
<td>Shoulder tendon injuries</td>
<td>Specific diagnoses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elbow/arm</td>
<td>Arm/forearm fractures</td>
<td>Specific diagnoses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist and hand</td>
<td>Wrist and hand fractures</td>
<td>Specific diagnoses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trunk and back</td>
<td>Trunk</td>
<td>Side and abdominal strains</td>
<td>Specific diagnoses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back</td>
<td>Lumbar stress fractures</td>
<td>Specific diagnoses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower limb</td>
<td>Groin, buttock and thigh</td>
<td>Groin and hip injuries</td>
<td>Specific diagnoses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee</td>
<td>Knee cartilage injuries</td>
<td>Specific diagnoses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shin, foot and ankle</td>
<td>Shin and foot stress fractures</td>
<td>Specific diagnoses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illness</td>
<td>Illness</td>
<td>Heat related illness</td>
<td>Specific diagnoses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Level 1, Body region; level 2, body part; level 3, common diagnoses; level 4, specific diagnoses.
What is already known on this topic

Various methods of cricket injury surveillance are used, making direct comparison of published studies in this field impossible.

What this study adds

A standard system is devised which should allow meaningful comparison of injury surveillance data from different countries and time periods, which will assist in identification of risk factors for injury in cricket.

times, it would be a major disincentive to compliance. Even if there is a long term small systematic error introduced by assuming a 50/50 split between batting and fielding, if the error is made consistently by all researchers then it will have far less of a problematic effect than if certain nations refused to follow the injury definitions because the task was too difficult.

The definition provided for injury prevalence differs somewhat from the concepts of injury prevalence in traditional (non-sporting) epidemiology. It is more similar to the concept of “point prevalence” than “period prevalence”, although it is actually a prevalence rate.13 Compared with sport, life in general is not divided into matches and training sessions. From both performance and insurance viewpoints, the concept of a “missed match” is a fundamental one in sport.14 We consider it appropriate that injury prevalence focuses on the number of matches for which players are unavailable, which is the best simple measure of the overall impact that injury has had on a team.

The fundamental concept of a “missed player match” is also the rationale behind including medical conditions apparently sustained outside cricket as “injuries”. Firstly, any medical condition that impacts on a player’s ability to play is important for both the player and team. Therefore, planning to minimize playing time lost from cricket can justifiably include immunisation against infectious diseases (which may or may not be contracted playing sport). In addition, it removes the necessity for a judgment to be made on whether an injury or illness was related to the sport or not, which can sometimes be difficult—for example, a player who is dehydrated partially because of the effects of gastroenteritis and partially because of playing a match in hot conditions. In our experience, the vast majority of causes of missed playing time among cricketers are indeed conditions caused by playing cricket.

The concept of a “major” match was settled on to signify those matches for which all players would generally be trying to achieve selection. Although they have first class status, matches between a touring international side and a local domestic side are often not viewed as important competitively for the international side, hence many players may be “rested” with a minor injury that may normally have allowed them to play. Because of the difficulty in this scenario of deciding whether a player missed through injury or not, these matches were excluded from the definition of a major match. The other matches listed as major matches by contrast are almost always fully competitive.

Even with the common definitions suggested, there will necessarily be structural factors that will affect injury rates depending on the number and type of matches played in each country. As the number of matches played increases, there is very likely to be a corresponding increase in injury prevalence (percentage of players injured at any given time). However, it is unclear whether there would be any consistent effect on injury incidence. If there is an “overuse” threshold that is crossed, then perhaps an increased number of matches would result in higher injury incidence. However, there may be a reverse effect of a corresponding decrease in injury incidence (injuries per 10 000 player hours) with more match hours being played, if the greater number of matches leads to a decreased intensity of play and/or a decrease in training workload.

It was decided to focus the definitions presented on cricket matches between men at first class level, as there are enough similarities between countries to allow this to be done with minimal complexity. In the future, ideally a similar (or expanded) consensus statement can be made to cover definitions specifically for cricket at amateur and junior levels, and for women’s cricket. Hopefully these new definitions will share many of those contained in this statement, but will vary to take into account the different structures of the various cricket seasons and length of matches.

We recommend the use of the definitions and methods presented in this consensus statement in all international and first class domestic cricket. This should make future injury surveillance reports directly comparable and hence more informative in recognising trends over time and differences between countries.
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